ALOK VIDYASHRAM
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT III, 2017-18
CLASS VIII SLC
SUBJECTS
ENGLISH READER

SCIENCE

SYLLABUS
Read the Novel the “Great Expectation” and write a book review on
it.
Complete exam questions. Do questions from Time and Work,
Unitary Method and Similarity of Triangle from book.
DLE Set 1-10.

OPT. MATHEMATICS

Complete seven sets of DLE. Complete the exam questions.
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MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL STUDIES
OCCUPATION,
BUSINESS &
TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
COMPUTER

VALUES,TRADITION
AND CULTURE

1. Do five sets Model Questions.
Make a first aid box and describe what is each item in the
first aid box used for.

1. Create a document (Using Adobe Photoshop) on any one of
the following topics:
a. Mozilla firefox
b. Facebook
c. Windows Interface
2. Describe the types of websites, Google glass and its features
and impact of ICT.
Project work- Saraswati Puja and Maghe Sakranti.
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SYLLABUS
Read the Novel the “Great expectation” and write a book review on it.
Complete exam questions. Do questions from Time and Work, Unitary
Method and Similarity of Triangle from book.
Collect five monocot leaves and five divot leaves in your scrapbook.
Make a periodic table.
Complete seven sets of DLE. Complete the exam questions.
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1. In an outline map of India, Locate all the states and capitals.
2. Collect any12 facts and contributions of “Dadabhai Naoroji”
along with a suitable picture.
3. Collect any 12 facts about “Machu Picchu” along with suitable
picture.
4. Who are the “Red Indians” ? Why were they called so? Where
did they live? What is their present condition?
Note: Assignments should be done in scrapbook with proper
borders and lines.
1. Prepare a presentation on “Education‟
2. Visit your town and prepare an essay on „Emotional, Intellectual
and skills‟.
1. Create a document (Using Adobe Photoshop) on any one of
the following topics:
a. Mozilla Firefox
b. Facebook
c. Windows Interface
2. Describe the types of Websites, Google glass and its features
and impact of ICT.
Project work- Saraswati Puja and Maghe Sakranti.
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1. Read any novel of your choice and make illustrations of the
story in your scrapbook.
Or
2. Make a picture book of your own.
Write Chapter wise formula in A4 size paper (Use single sheet of
paper for each chapter).
Write theorems related to triangle and parallelogram with proof in
A4 size paper and file them.
Complete exam questions.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Do five sets model question from set book.
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SCIENCE
EPH

Do all Numerical of upto taught.
1. Collect 12 facts about “Composite framings and Aquaponics”
with related pictures.
2. Suppose, you are the director of Bishnumati River cleaning
program. You have around 100 volunteers at your disposal.
Create a ten days cleaning program regarding cleaning the
premises, waste management and local awareness.
3. Create a ten slide presentation on “Earthquake Resistant
Structures” .
4. Write an essay on “Urbanization” not exceeding 200 words.
1. Prepare a spiral binded project file (minimum 15 pages) on
any of the following topics:
a. Word processing b. Spreadsheet c. PowerPoint
Note: Project should be handwritten

MATHEMATICS

COMPUTER
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Read the remaining chapters from „Gulliver‟s Travels‟ and Prepare a
project on it.
Write chapter wise formulae in A4 size paper.
Write theorems related to triangles with proof in A4 size paper and file
them.
1. Complete exam questions.
1. Do all numerical upto the chapters taught.
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1. Write an essay on “Indian Constitution” in about 150-200 words.
2. Collect any 12 facts about the Italian Duce Benito Mussolini along
with a suitable picture.
3. Do Geography map works from reference book page 13.
4. Where is Lake Retba? Why and how is it an unusual resource?
Note: Assignment must be done in scrap book, hand written.
1. Prepare a spiral binded project file (minimum 15 pages) on
any of the following topics:
a. Word processing b. Spreadsheet c. PowerPoint
Note: Project should be handwritten

